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Self control is probably the most important skill you need to acquire as a trader. Unfortunately
most trading psychology books can be very vague and short on specific strategies to take
control of your mental state while trading. Control Your Inner Trader draws on the experience of
an eight-year trading veteran who is also a qualified therapist. Behavioural and therapeutic
techniques are included in the book that are easy for anyone to follow.

"Through the lens of an expert practitioner, Harry provides a treatise on how to develop a robust
quantitative trading strategy using 'R'. This is the first book written that has covered the ability of
'R' software to provide the infrastructure for an algorithmic trading system. Harry has written an
instant classic that the professional and novice will find inherently useful. There is an inordinate
amount of working 'R' code that the reader can deploy instantly or lever to develop more exotic
functions and scripts. With this book, there is no need for expensive software development or a
MATLAB license. Download the R software and you can begin building profitable strategies
immediately. Harry has spawned an entire new generation of hedge fund managers with this
seminal work." - Ed Zarek, Quantitative Options Trader, Chicago Volatility Group"This is a
superb text for aspiring quantitative traders. Financial math and computing concepts are
introduced and developed simultaneously. The text guides readers through a set of R
programming exercises that culminate in several data-based trading strategies. The
conversational writing style and practitioner perspective will resonate with many readers." -
Steven Todd, Associate Dean for Faculty and Research, Former Finance Department
Chairperson, and Associate Professor Finance, Quinlan School of Business, Loyola University
Chicago"Quantitative Trading with R translates complicated topics into straightforward concepts.
I'm using it as a reference and Belvedere has already incorporated some of the material into our
classes." - Thomas Hutchinson, Managing Partner, Belvedere Trading, LLCAbout the
AuthorHarry Georgakopoulos is currently the Head of Digital Assets at Blue Fire Capital, LLC.
Harry started his career as an Electrical Engineer at Motorola and eventually found himself
developing and trading High Frequency strategies in equities, futures, options and digital
(crypto) assets. He holds a Master's degree in Electrical Engineering from NTU, as well as, a
Master's degree in Financial Mathematics from The University of Chicago. Harry has also been
an adjunct lecturer in the Financial Risk Management program for more than 5 years at Loyola
University in Chicago.
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Ebook Library Reader, “Overall, a good read with some caveats.... My review of this book is
partially filtered through my own personal religious biases. Unfortunately, some of the behavioral
modification techniques presented (guided imagery/meditation, EFT/acupuncture) in this book
come in direct conflict with my Christian teachings and practices. So, I will refrain from
commenting on those portions of the book which deal with those specific techniques.The above
comments aside, Thomas presents some good overall material and succinctly identifies several
key psychological elements that cause many traders to sabotage their own success. Overall, it
is a very good read and worth the time spent. While I cannot personally recommend some of
the techiques suggested, this is still a good book to help you identify trader psych issues. One
cannot readily correct a problem which is not first properly discerned.”

Caroline, “My Review of Control Your Inner Trader. L R Thomas has covered many different
behavior problems that traders are faced with. This is one area that isn't discussed as frequently
as other areas of trading. He has done a great job of helping the trader to overcome these
trading obstacles.L R Thomas as covered four different areas in his trading books.The 10XROI
Trading System - A system plus Money Management.Trade Around Your Job System - This is
perfect for one who is still working but wants to trade, too.Control Your Inner Trader - This one
deals about the psychological side of trading. One needs the proper mindset to trade.Learn to
Trade Without Losing Your Shirt - A must for every beginner.These books would compliment any
trading library. Enjoy.”

Patrick Higdon, “Great Book! Useful, quick and to the point!. Useful, quick and to the point. I
highly recommend this book to anyone experiencing trading frustratuons. Many times the first
thing we question is our "system" or methodology when the greatest obstacle to success is
ourselves, our "Inner Trader." This book is worth a read of you're just starting out or have been
trading for a long time.”

Alan, “A refreshing new angle on how to improve trading results.. Few trader psychology books
deliver on sufficient tools. This book is surprisingly different. Despite being short compared to
other well-known top trader books as "Trading in the Zone by Mark Douglas" and "Trading for a
Living by Alexander Elder" I must say that "Control Your Inner Trader" is definitely among the
better ones. Any trader who believe that he or she can improve despite even good results will
find this book have a refreshing new angle on how one can improve behavior and become a
much better trader. This book is time well spent.”

QCD, “Well worth the time and money.... Ms. Thomas makes some analogies in her books that I
have NEVER read in other trading psychology books. Excellent. Well worth the money.This
book, combined with "Overcone Your Fear in Trading" are most excellent.Made me want to look



into some of her other works.  I was not disappointed.”

Ray, “The innner issue of all traders. this book talk about psychology after all 90% of trading is
psychology this book tackles and talks about what we can do if nerves comes us specially if your
close to your entry or you've become cocky because it went your way and boom you'll become
greedy and then stop out.So this book teaches us to be in check all the time.”

Alastair Forres, “Very helpful book indeed, in a difficult subject area. For a short book, I found
more practical solutions for erroneos mental habits whilst trading, than you might ever imagine.
This is (for me) the most difficult area of trading and the author LR Thomas has got right the nub
of issues with no fluff or filler. I am adopting parts of this book as my mantra.”

The book by Harry Georgakopoulos has a rating of 5 out of 4.4. 22 people have provided
feedback.
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